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Lg 47 inch tv wall mount

Should you buy a 65-inch TV? Unless you're talking about very specific things - like potholes, for example, or tax bills - bigger is almost always better. That of course seems to be the perception of where television is concerned. In the UK for one, the average screen size grew from around the size of a 32-inch TV at the turn of the century to a 40-inch TV in 2010. And from 2019 to
2020, the average size of new TVs sold in the UK is almost 50 inches. Of course, economies of scale mean that the more popular the screen size, the more affordable (in relative terms) it becomes. You just have to check the price of one of our favorite 50-inch TVs of the year, the incredible Panasonic TX-50HX800, to see what happens. When we reviewed the HX800 back in
June, the 50-inch version cost £899 (about $1,200/AU$1,650) - and is now routinely available for £699 (about $950/AU$1,270) or more. Compare this to a 40-inch version of the same television: £649 at launch, on sale now for around £599. If a much bigger screen is very cheap, why would you choose a smaller one? Big screen doesn't mean big budget Temptation when buying a
new TV is to get the biggest available in your budget. After all, the average subscriber increases their TV every six or seven years - so the last thing you want is to go home and beset by the regrets of small screen shoppers. So if your budget is going to stretch to a 65-inch 4K TV, well, why not? It's not like there aren't some very valuable 65-inch TVs around, too, and at a fairly
diverse price. If you're really determined for the future-proof your new TV as much as possible, of course, then you're looking at the 8K resolution of the Samsung TV – the QE65Q950T will set you back a thick end of £6,000/$8,000 – or you might consider a less well-defined QE65Q800T alternative for about half that amount. However, for all of us, there are many options where
real-world 4K resolutions are more concerned. Our current favourite is LG's stunning OLED CX - for fractions under £2,000 ($1,799/£1,799/about AU$2,700) You could be a proud owner of super slim, high-performance OLED TVs with support for Dolby Atmos and Dolby Vision compatibility, and HDMI 2.1 for your shiny new PS5 or Xbox Series X. But you shouldn't overlook
Sony's A8H OLED which is almost as impressive. It's a little more affordable, enjoys Sony's image quality and has a very smart audio system that uses its entire big screen to produce sound. Of course, you don't have to go deep into four figures to treat yourself to a nice new television. Hisense awesome maybe not as an achievement as an alternative to LG, Samsung, Sony and
all the rest – but it's yours for less than £800/$1000. Quite a little bit if you shop around – that is a value proposition that is hard to argue with. (Image credit: Hisense) The size of your spaceJust because you can afford a 65-inch TV, though, it doesn't automatically follow that you have to go straight out and buy it. There are factors to consider before you exit your credit card and
start folding the back seat of your car down. The most basic question of all is: do you have the space necessary to accommodate a 65-inch TV? We don't mean the surface to wear it, or the wall to hang it, either - we mean the distance from which you have to sit to enjoy a comfortable viewing experience. We've all been to the cinema to see popular movies during the first few days
of its release, which means at some point we all end up sitting too close to the screen. It's rotten, isn't it? Can't take the whole screen at once, can't help but notice the noise in the image, can't help but be made to feel a little queasy by the fast or unpredictable movements of the screen. Well, it would be the same if you sat too close to your TV. First of all, remember that the screen
size of the TV is measured on the diagonal. So the '65 inch' measurement shows the distance from the lower left corner of the screen to the upper right corner. This is especially relevant if you plan to put your TV on the wall - in pure decorative terms it might look great over the fireplace, but unless you're watching TV from a bar stool, it's almost certainly too high to be seen
comfortably. That means you need to measure the distance between where the TV will be located and where you intend to sit while watching it. The 4K resolution screen is easier to watch from a short distance than the Full HD equivalent of 1080p - thanks to a huge uptick in the number of pixels - but somehow you don't want to get too close. A good rule of thumb for 4K screens
is to consider a distance between 1.5 and 2 times the screen size as the minimum viewing distance. That means you should sit no closer than 2.5m to your new 65-inch television - and, ideally, more like 3 to 3.5m. Sit too close and you won't watch your TV screen so much as watch the pixels that make up the image. So, if you can't get the sort of distance from your screen that we
recommend, well, you better face the facts and choose a slightly simpler television. (Image credit: Samsung) The biggest benefit to TVBut is 65 inches if you can put enough distance between yourself and the screen, you're ready to go. But just because you can accommodate a 65-inch TV, does it automatically follow that you have to? What real benefits are there for large 65-inch
televisions, anyway? Well, with the risk of stating the obvious, the screen is more means a bigger picture. That, in turn, means a deeper, intense and life-like look – especially if your new screen is equipped to take advantage of cutting-edge technologies such as dynamic metadata HDR. If you pay handsomely for a Netflix 4K subscription, or you have a 4K Blu-ray player for truly
premium images, those extra inches will translate directly into clearer, cinematic watches. And if you give your money to Philips for a 65-inch version of one of the Ambilight-equipped OLED TVs (65OLED935+ is a truly exceptional TV, and – thanks to Bowers &amp; Wilkins – for once it's a screen with audio quality to match up to image quality), the effect of the rear-facing LEDs
emitting light to the wall behind the screen is even clearer than on the smaller variants. Gamers will also enjoy extra screen inches. As long as you make sure your new 65-inch TV comes with HDMI 2.1 - which overrides philips TV, but most definitely rules in the people like Samsung's incredible QLED QE65Q95T display - any next-generation console features can be
accommodated. The guys like variable refresh rate, 4K/120Hz passthrough and HDR HGiG tone mapping just add to the already thrilling visual experience presented by Xbox Series X and Playstation 5 – and here too, the big screen really allows you to be pulled into action. In short, then, there's no reason not to think long and hard about the 65-inch TV when you're researching
your new TV - provided you have room to get a realistic distance from it, at least. Hanging a TV from a wall seat can add a modern look to any room. But with all the number of different walls available, how do you determine the best wall seat for your TV? With a little preparation and research, you can find out what's best for a wall sit for your TV. Here's how to choose a wall seat
for your TV: Read the owner's manual that came with the TV. This will generally tell you the mounting guidelines, including what type of brackets to use, as well as your particular television specification [source: Crutchfield]. Buy mounting kits from the manufacturer who made your TV, if possible. While this may be a bit more to the price, you'll be sure the wall seat is strong enough
to support your TV [source: Derene]. Check the weight rating of any wall seat you are considering buying, to make sure the seat will fit your TV. Generally, a 42-inch (106.7-centimeter) LCD TV will weigh 45 to 60 pounds (20 to 27 kilograms) and a 42-inch (106.7-centimeter) plasma TV will weigh about 80 pounds (36 kilograms) [source: Derene]. Buy parentheses strong enough to
support your TV. Before going to the store, check your manufacturer's instructions. the manufacturer recommends using certain types of parentheses. If the manufacturer doesn't make suggestions about the parentheses used, check the package to make sure the parentheses you purchased were made to support support Most TVs are compatible with parentheses that follow The
Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA) standard [source: Crutchfield]. Buying parentheses approved by the Video Electronic Standards Association will ensure you get quality brackets. After selecting the mounts and parentheses, you'll be ready to hang the TV. So you just bought a flashy new TV, and you're ready to get it out of the box —now what? Before you can start
watching big games or favorite movies, you'll need to find a place to put a TV on the wall. If you don't install it correctly, you could end up causing permanent damage to your TV. Installing your TV comes with a lot of do's and don'ts, and you should definitely know what it is. The inventor of your stud is the inventor of an electric stud liar is a complicated little tool. They can be one of
the most helpful tools inside the box or the reason you put an additional dozen holes in the wall. Simply put, they're liars. But here are four tips that help ensure they never fool you again. Go slowly: To be effective, the finder stud needs to be calibrated correctly. First, place it on the wall and turn it on — you can usually do this by pressing a button. Let the stud pee you read the
density of the material (this will only take a second or two), then slowly move it from side to side. Back and forth the walls several times, starting from a different place with each pass. Mark every stud you find with a piece of painter's ribbon. It's a good idea to find three and use a measuring tape to make sure it's the same distance apart. This will help you avoid false positives.
Popcorn ceiling defeated: Have you ever tried running a stud inventor on the ceiling by texting popcorn? Not only do you spoil the texture, but the males also do not work properly. An easy way to solve this problem is to place a piece of cardboard over the area you want to scan. Cardboard gives males a smooth surface to slide across and will allow you to easily find joists. Don't
forget the fire blocks: Before drilling any holes, run your stud inventor vertically up and down the wall to make sure no fire blocks run horizontally between the stud bays. Fire blocks can make wire fishing on the walls very difficult, even for experienced installers. Always double check: Male finders can be fooled quite easily. They will often read the seams in the drywall as males.
Once you've marked your studs and where you want to drill your holes, you should use something to poke into the wall to make sure you're actually marking the studs. We usually small precision screwdriver, but cutoff coat hanger or piano wire will work fine. We would recommend doing this by hand, rather than using an electric appliance, as you will have a better feeling for what
is inside the walls. You can also tap small nails into the wall; past drywall without nails in and you have found a stud. The last step you have to take before drilling is to poke a small hole to the left and right where you want to drill and make sure you are still on the stud. This will make sure you are centered on the stud, and not just cut off its sides (and possibly hit the power cord).
Please! Buttons are in the wrong place... or none you find the perfect place to install a TV in your home. You've read all our tips on using stud loading, and are ready to go. But after 20 minutes of scanning for buttons, you can't find anything, or the results are inconsistent, or they don't line up with holes in your wall seat. There are some solutions that don't require much, if any,
extra work to fix your little problem. Takeoff cover: If you can't find studs with studs, find an outlet on the wall (or other fixtures, such as cold air returns). All outlets are attached to the studs unless added after the wall runs out (not common). By removing the wall plate, you can attach a thin tool to the gap between the sides of the electric box and the drywall, and then feel which
side of the male is on. From there, measure more than 16 inches and you will have to find another male. Keep running 16 inches at a time until you are in the area where you want to install the TV. Then use a small tool to poke a hole in the wall to see if the stud really exists. Make your own holes: What if you find buttons, but they don't line up with holes in your bracket? Easy:
Create a hole in the wall bracket. The best way to do this is to use a step drill (like Irwin Unibit) and a powerful drill. A good step of drilling the bits will quickly cut through the steel wall seat. Use buttons: If there are no buttons where you want to install the TV, then you need to use some kind of hollow wall anchor. It can be very powerful, but as a general rule it should not be used
with full movement, or articulate, the seat. A quarter-inch snaptoggle is the best hollow wall anchor down hand on the market, and some of them can comfortably hold a new 55-inch TV on a single drywall sheet. Installing a TV on a drywall or plaster without sticking to a stud can be a very safe and reliable solution IF you know the limits of the walls and buttons. As a professional
home theater installer, I have used toggles many times and never had a TV fall off a wall. We know other installers who judge the strength of the wall and end up with a TV on the ground. In the end, if you are not comfortable doing the installation, consider hiring a professional. Please, hide ALL on the wall Nothing ruins the appearance of a nice television mounted on the wall
faster than a tangle of exposed wires. Fortunately, hiding wires inside the walls is fairly cheap and easy. The simplest way to achieve this is by IWPE (wall power extension) or power relocation equipment. The kit comes with everything you need to power up your TV while hiding all your signal cables (some even come with cutting tools). You might think: Why not just drop the
extension cord on the wall instead of installing an outlet? Well, it's actually against the National Electric Code (NEC) to drop electrical cables or extension cables inside walls. It is also illegal to put low voltage cables such as HDMI inside the wall unless they are CL3 rated for wall use, which is one of the reasons expensive HDMI cables are worth buying. You may not need an
additional HDMI port on your TV right now, but you may want to add components to your home theater system in the future. Insert the extra HDMI cable and run it through the wall so you have it when you need it. IWPE is exactly as it sounds, an extension cable that is rated into the wall. In the end, you will have an outlet behind your TV, and a so-called entrance channel to the
floor (at the same height as your other outlets). To provide power to the kit, you connect the extension cable from an existing power outlet to the ind line. Confused? Check out this diagram. Before you start the installation, make sure your low voltage cable is graded for use on the wall. The next thing to know about IWPE kits is that they come with a predetermined electric wire
length, usually 6 to 8 feet. Note also that they should be used in only one stud bay, and they are not designated for use over the fireplace. Of course, these limitations can be overcome or ignored, but we do not recommend bending the rules. If you can't hide the wire inside the wall, try installing a paintable wire line. Most just stick to the wall and allow you to hide all your cables in
it, providing a clean look. Be aware that when you remove a wire channel, you may also remove the paint. Maybe if I pull harder, the cable will reach Always buy a longer cable than you think you need. This is the most often overlooked advice we give to people. It doesn't matter if your TV is going on the wall or sitting on the seat, buying a longer cable than you think you need.
Additional wires can be wrapped, stuffed on walls, or hidden. If the cable is too short, you risk falling out, just not reaching, breaking, or worse, damaging your equipment. For the installation of typical flat panels, with sloping wall mounts and appliances located just below the TV, the 8-foot cable will work fine. Cable fifteen feet will allow you to make a connection before the TV is on
the wall, or remove the equipment after connecting. If you're installing a higher-than-usual TV (the bottom of the average TV is between 36 inches and 46 inches from the floor) or using a full-motion mount, you need a 12-foot cable. If that seems excessive, consider this: On a typical full-motion seat with The arm is 20 inches, you will use a 3 to 4 foot cable before it even reaches
the wall; that is, if diverted correctly to allow safe movement of the TV in the arm. Endnotes on cables: Try to avoid those that have large connectors. This type of cable may not fit behind a sleek television, or even plug in for that. Wait, it's invisible levels Everything is cut, drilled, assembled, tightened, and wrapped. You step back to see your newly installed TV on the wall, but
something isn't right. TV's not on a level. What are you doing? Do you need to pull it down? Drilling a new hole in the wall? Cry? Crying so hard? Maybe none of the above. There's almost always a way to flatten a crooked TV. Know that sometimes the TV will never look level if the ceiling, floor, or coat are not level. Check this other area before you get angry trying to level the TV.
Put your back into it: Walk to the TV while hanging on the wall, take it sideways, and then try to force it to be flat. No, really. Your success here depends on how comfortable the bolt is holding the wall mounting arm on the back of the TV. If they are not too tight, you should have a little wiggle room to help flatten the TV. For the record, if you do this and the TV comes off the wall,
you do something wrong... So be careful. Loosen, push, tighten: Remove the TV from the wall, loosen the bolt that holds the arm on the back of the TV, then push it up/down on the arm as you tighten it back down. Put the TV back on the wall and see if it's a level. If not, then do the same with wall plates. Improvise: If you're using all the available wiggle room and still haven't
leveled up, create more wiggle room. You can use the bit drill step that we talked about earlier to round the hole in the arm or wall plate. This might give you a little extra space needed; Just don't go too crazy and make the hole usable. If you accidentally make a hole so big that the bolt slips, you can always buy a bigger washing machine. Conclusion All the tips listed come from
years of direct experience installing hundreds of TVs on wooden buttons, steel studs, plaster, bricks, from the ceiling, you name it. Some of them are common sense, but almost nothing will be found in the instruction manual. If you have the right tools, a few hours, and patience, then you can install your own TV. Be sure to budget your time appropriately. Simple wall seats (tile
seats, drywall, exposed wires) may eat up only 20 minutes from unboxing until installation is complete. A beginner should plan to read the instructions, proceed carefully, and free up the afternoon because let's face it: Breaking TV is never fun. Editor's Recommendations
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